YL
aims to
empower and equip
our global young generation
to follow the example of peers
and replicate sustainability solutions
at home and abroad.
We provide media and methods,
but also vibrant community,
everything that true
changemakers
are using.
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Are you completely new to YL?
Check out our video for a taste of spirit, who we are,
what we offer, and the solutions and actions implemented by members of our community. It will add
much to your vision what is in and behind these
methods, and ahead of you. Enjoy the music!
http://bit.ly/1rQvnty or www.youth-leader.org

Music: Voice of Youth. That’s Xiuhtezcatl and
Itzcuauhtli, two amazing Earth Guardians, and their
friends.

Welcome, student or teacher,
fellow caring innovator.
This booklet is about YL Services.
You have our Media, you have good
Methods for sustaining year-round
presence of youth leadership spirit
and action. But you are alone.
There is one more key for amplifying your success - the
human element - vibrant changemaker community! It is
indispensable to stay afloat on the ocean of boring, nonsense
and madness around us. You will not find these elsewhere.
Speakers
Webcasts for UN Days
Webcasts at any time of the day, week or year
Field Partners - direct, informal cooperation with young
hero/ines advancing innovation in the ground
Global YL Student Club Community
Reality Adventure Game - for real!
vividly documenting student clubs’ actions, for media outreach,
extremely inspirational community feeling, and of extraordinary
value for real world CVs.
We are able to offer these unique services, because
- we are real changemaker
- we work in many sectors
- we are many
Let’s start with a look into your classroom. You have media,
cardgames, videos, posters, ... but you are still on your own,
in an environment that is not very “hero”, not very “positive
change”. This makes it hard to rise... and that’s why we offer
everything needed to enter the world of changemaking and
bringing it alive in your daily life and school.

Imagine this - and how much it all comes alive.
The YL Calendar attunes to International UNITED NATIONS
Days. This means that year-round, we have special topics for
you to connect with, study and take action. This is very nice,
since it adds structure to the abundance of causes that the
world needs us to fix, and your many opportunities.
Meet a YL Speaker! Meet a hero/ine “live”. How cool! This is
always a “high”, also for us, who have been in this for a decade
and longer. Be aware - these people are not strangers to you!
You know their stories, their causes, and how to contribute.
We are having exciting eye-level encounters, and they can
SPARK action, just like our Spark Sessions.
We can meet during the school day, but also in afternoons,
evening, or week-ends - since we love meeting young activist
YL Student Clubs!
Some of our hero/ines lead big, evolving projects. They are
famous, but the adult world does not support them! We are
changing this by tapping into the “Super Powers of Youth at
School”. For you, Field Partners offer amazing insights to
reach development action, challenge, celebration and incredible
learning opportunity of seeing change unfold, quickly, but also
over months, even years.
YL Student Clubs. Not to forget. If you were just students...
you would also lack a sense of connection, community and
purpose. That’s why we offer a fun, open community, in which
your actions matter just like ours - and are well vividly documented in our meshed facebook streams! Asked by students
whether we could include a point system to add a sense of
challenge or fun competition, we have shaped the community
as a Reality Adventure Game! That’s Change Generation
Rising. It practically means living Harry Potter for real, with
awesome fun, learning, massive impact and benefits.
It’s all new, precious, and exciting. Check it out.

An inspirational video on
effective public action.
A YL Student Club member
organizes a “live” webcast
with Nellie, sharing efforts
on banning the ivory trade
A YL cardgame as everpresent resource, and handy
powerpack of inspiration.

A YL Student Club member
manages a “Hero/ines of the
Month” mini-exhibit, with posters, action tips, progress, impact and achievements.

YL’s dates for September, the Day of Literacy,
Peace, and the Peacemakers poster set.

We meet Nellie to
ban ivory trade,
and end the killing of rangers
and wildlife.

We have successfully pioneered groundbreaking sustainability
solutions. We are in high demand by media and as motivational
speakers. But our aim is not to be admired, to edutain or
inspire just for a moment. Our aim is to co-create a world of
abundance for all, everywhere. All of us are on a mission to
inspire, empower, equip and support our generation to bring
about the same changes that we have, and more of your own
design.
This is not difficult. We are teens at school. This means that
our model solutions are replicable by teens at school anywhere
and everywhere. On top, you have our tools and support!
Booking YL Speakers enables an unprecedented experience.
Our PRIORITY ARE SCHOOLS,
since this is where relevant follow-up action can follow.
Prepare with our Action Pack, view our videos, see what drives
us, how journey has unfolded. This takes only one lesson.
We meet at eye-level, respond to burning questions, share
anecdotes, explore how you can evoke change, can plan for
follow-up action. We may even share common achievements!
And you have countless options for following up on the
inspiration. Our rich media for exhibits and action packs enable
you to spread your newly found inspiration to your entire
school community, take relevant action and make headlines.
You can follow our initiatives unfold, online, and enter Field
Partnerships with us for long-term cooperation, and of course
enter a nonstop multifaceted youth leadership self-learning
program as a YL Student Club and entering our Change
Generation Rising reality game.

You can also book us for EVENTS.
Our speakers, causes and potential acscading impacts are
enormous. So is the urgency for action and replication.
Personally, as the founder of YL, I would like to ask you, as
a forward-thinking event organizer, to think beyond old models
of edutainment, towards tangible relevance for positive change,
for making a difference to these young hero/ines’ initiatives
- they are what they live for.
What if hundreds of high potential people come together, and
hear of solutions at a conference?
Fundraisers can of course be a contribution. However, involving
your audience in what they care about, an exhibit of our work,
opening their vision to our services and novel opportunities
- or every participant pledging to become part of change by
adopting a nearby school, passing on our media, investing in
100 cardgames for 100 classrooms, being available as mentor
... this is what makes a new and exciting conferencing culture
beyond buffets and a photo.
We encourage you to boldly dream beyond. It is not about
us. It is about the solutions we offer, for everybody to wield.
We focus on awakening and equipping the inner hero/ines of
our young generation. Because adult generations have left
us with a world is despair and catastrophe. We should not
have to be doing this! Adults are admiring, celebrating, showering us with awards. Thank you. But now, it is really time
that we stop thinking Hollywood and child messiah glory. It is
time that we all get serious, and start spreading that which
you celebrate us for. The solutions.
The tools and support networks are available.
How about discussing some innovations with an impact?

We can also meet via webcast, of course.
Please have in mind: School may constrain us from speaking
to you during our morning classes. Many of us are also
extremely busy on week-ends. Still - we are flexible on how
we meet - and we encourage you to be the same.
We can meet as school, class or just a selected few. How
about fired up students meeting us outside normal school
hours? We also meet in afternoons, evenings, and on weekends. Also, your most fired up students - especially YL Student
Club members, can meet us and report to the group.
You can contact any of us, any time - since we are committed
full time to our ventures. This can also be evenings and weekends. And why wouldn’t your committed students enjoy this
opportunity, too?
We aim to meet the growing global demand by arranging
WEBCASTS for specific UNITED NATIONS Days.
This helps you
- plan ahead through the year
- discover a wide range of related topics and select favourites
- combine your webcast with a unit
- combine the group’s webcast with exhibits and activities
- connect with civil partners working on this topic
- connect with media, reporting n activities for this UN Day
... reaching the entire school community and beyond.

Schools appreciate long-term partnerships for Global Learning,
Intercultural Learning and Education for Sustainable Development. However, there is great need for higher quality partnerships of real-life experience and relevance.
Our background in education, knowledge of best practice
learning partnerships in different countries, friendship with
changemakers, intimate knowledge of their challenges, solutions and and potentials for low-tech sustainable development...
enable us to offer exciting new learning partnerships for
schools - managed as class projects, by student clubs, “adopta-school” program or official partnerships.
We offer you in/formal partnership with REAL HERO/INES in
the field! You get to know, can meet, and support these
courageous peers who have followed their dreams and dared
re-define possible. YOUR contribution makes a real difference!
This is not only about money. The real-life encounter, and
super exciting research and colaboration on both sides take
us into avantgarde low-tech development innovation, from
renewables to 3d-printing for development, amazing agricultural
innovation etc. Expect to be surprised, and many smiles!
We design these partnerships in casual, informal ways, so
that neither side becomes dependent or pressured. You get
to know them through our rich media, you can meet via
webcast, and - depending on your group’s spirit, vision and
priorities - you can get involved in
- supportive action (fundraisers, seeing impact unfold)
- colaboration on both sides (building a windmill, fablab, too)
- regular meetings
- even visits
This is up to you and your new friends to decide.

We help Usha and the Red Brigade
Lucknow empower girls and young
women to self-defend themselves
against sexual assault.
They have received global media coverage, inspired billions, yet received
close to zero support in return. We
intend to change this!
We support the Red Brigade to continue their thriving work in self-defense
training, gender education, healing
victims and building a centre. A few
dollars go a loooooong way in rural
India!
We help nomadic Wodaabe teenage
youth get an education, and a safe
home in the far-away city. After 5,000
years of nomadic migration, dramatic
climate change is forcing this extraordinary tribe to change lifestyle.
Our priority is to finance a safe house
for their 20 teenage youth in a city 120 km's / 80 miles away.
In return, we receive stunning insights into an extremely
beautiful culture, intense climate change and the heavy
pressure by the wars and terrorists of "civilization".
Once the house is bought and equipped, we may have webcast
meetings and engage in sustainability projects for their families
who are building a village at the edge of the Sahara desert.
This project is extremely exciting, since our Wodaabe friends
are close neighbours of the people in Werner Herzog's famous
film "Herdsmen of the Sun". The film is a true journey into a
magical world. Make sure for ambience when watching it!

How can we best establish positive change action at school?
The answer is of course - with an active youth group!
The perfect format are - student clubs - for the ones with
empathy, global horizons, priorities for positive change, a
sense of action and community. They are natural social
entrepreneurs and cultural creatives. We call them ”Our New
Highly Gifted”. They exist in every school, and with YL, and
YL Clubs, they at last receive the perfect support program.
YL student clubs have access to our full spectrum of media,
methods and services - and a wide range of monthly activities.
They can choose favourite projects and activities, meet our
hero/ines in webcasts and vividly document their activities for making local headlines, inspiring our community, and
documenting their activities to supervisors at school.
YL student clubs share qualities of the world-leading student
club network Free The Children / Me To We / We Day, which
have become integral part of learning culture in more than
4,000 Canadian schools. But YL clubs have additional features.
Members do fundraisers, and service-learning, but they also
learn about, and replicate world-leading solutions driven by
teens and adults. They amplify important campaigns for
sustainability and peace, meet changemakers “live”, not once
a year on stage, but monthly, even weekly.
These dynamic students benefit from similar “sensational”
impact, presence and demand as highly respected young
changemakers of our time. In order to serve them and their
schools best, we have developed the Change Generation
Rising program - a reality adventure game.

Students have asked us, whether we could think of something
cool, with points, competition, challenges... and we have come
up with something beyond awesome. It makes no sense to
start something “competition” and “ego” in positive change.
But adding something playful with a sense of legend - that’s
also a new brand for youth leadership - that’s very cool!
We don’t have student club members. We have YL Warriors.
YL Warriors take 3 monthly missions in support of model solutions
pioneered by hero/ines of our time. A fundraiser, a social experiment
(a sustainable lifestyle challenge, for their personal upgrade), and
a model solution project. They meet magicans, found clans, meet
other tribes, change lives, gain credits for impact and headlines
made, and ascend levels for completed quests. That’s choice!

This is basically like Harry Potter and Hogwarts for real. YL
Warriors are true Griffindores, learning to wield the changemaking magic of bringing light into the world.
This gaming approach has several positive effects on changemaking of very concrete, real world value:
a) As Jane Mc Gonigal’s games show, a game setting unleashes our imagination beyond our concept of possible
b) we more easily live our inner hero/ine, with fun
c) we share fun photos of our clans communities in action
d) reality-based credits and levels help us mirror and assess
our true changemaker records beyond blahblah talking
e) regular action and documentation provide transparency
and record of achievements for teachers. This can even be
used as a proper curriculum for a subject-of-choice
f) vivid documentation of Clans actions creates personal
Warrior Chronicles, which make fabulous CVs

Change Generation Rising is a year-round activity program for
youth and student clubs in- and outside schools. It is
- a student club curriculum,
- a youth leadershipself- learning program
- an adventure reality game
all in one. Choose your favourite angle of looking at it.
These gaming aspects not only make changemaking a legend,
but also the new sport of our era. Imagine meeting a level 60
Warrior! Wow, humbless and respect. This person has done stuff!
YL Warriors unfold their inner hero/ine to the max, with rich benefits
for their personal, idealist and professional paths.
At the same time, they evolve into the finest imaginable role
models and assistant teachers, establishing a new learning culture,
qualifying us as Inhabitants and co-creators of a global, peaceful,
just, thriving and sustainable, a sacred civilization.
Altogether, we are also building a new brand and benchmark for
youth leadership, self-awareness, and a CV of awesome.
It is a wonderful WIN-WIN. And we think, it is a very, very, very
special service to youth, teachers, schools, our generation,
humanity, the planet and the future.

Here are typical activities:
YL students
- run an enormus book drive in support of aboriginal children and
fly-in community schools in Canada.
- set up “Save Our Sharks” multimedia exhibits, showing the truth
about sharks, being gentle, harmless creatures that need urgent
protection, to keep our oceans’ ecosystems intact.
- embark on social experiments like “two vegan weeks”, “two
weeks of sharing”, “two weeks of peacemaking”, “two weeks of
playing the groundbreaking online game SuperBetter”...
- explore their region’s legislation and practices on turning used
restaurant cooking oils into biofuels, and if needed, introduce the
practice, with considerable financial benefits for social causes.
- ask their city council to keep water safe, abundant and cheap
for our lifetime by passing the Blue Community resolution, banning
bottled water, keeping water public and making it a human right.
Does it sound looney? Well, 13-year-old Robyn has done so in
27 cities.
- take a Mystery Day Out exploring local wetlands, their amazing
inhabitants and value for ur water supply, report their endangered
species observation to global expert platforms.
- learn about large-scale ecosystem restoration, study national
and global examples, research ecosystems in need, and dream
up plans for restoration.
- learn about the global campaign for making Ecocide a Crime
against Peace, set up national chapters, advance the campaign,
and adapt it to local green schoolgrounds.
All these activities are high quality, super exciting, take little time,
have societal relevance, produce quick results, make a difference
and headlines. Imagine growing up like this over years at school!
THIS is Change Generation Rising!

Finally,
the usual overview of
How YL Unfolds at School.
I believe that - if you have watched the Spark
Videos, and browsed our booklets on
- about YL
- Our Media
- Our Methods
- Our Services
the overview of this exciting changemaking
process has gained a lot of meaning, tangible
quality, ideas, vision and a sense of experimentation in your mind.
Enjoy.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE TO SAY?
Well, yes.
We do have even more magical spells for you.
They help you interweave all these exciting
things with the conventional philosophies and
practices of education. This is very precious,
in order to justify them in few words to important
allies like principals, teachers - and yourself.
We have precious views to share
about 21st Century education, from
- remember the purpose of schooling, to
- recognizing and properly nurturing
Our New Highly Gifted
And finally, there are magical energies at work
behind the scenes - well felt by everybody, but
not understood, not even by the “best”
changemakers.
We are going to unleash them to the fullest,
with you, from
- superpowers of youth at school, to
- the power of role models, and
- positive change media culture

Discover them in our booklet

the science
behind yl
And then, let’s go to work.
With everything that you have seen so far, yu
will feel right at home in our brochures
- Youth Leadership in Education
- Spark Session
since THAT is how it all gets started.
With a Spark Session.
Rock it!

